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Pilot into the Depths of Danger with
Whirlwind Over Vietnam
Realistic PC Helicopter Simulation Game Flies Onto Store Shelves
Twain Harte, CA, April 9, 2007- Evolved Games, a leading publisher of award-winning PC titles,
announced today the release of its PC game Whirlwind Over Vietnam, a challenging
helicopter simulation game featuring missions based on historic battles fought during the
Vietnam War. Whirlwind Over Vietnam puts the controls of the chopper in gamers' hands as
they struggle to complete battle type missions, all based on real events as documented by the
US military in 1965.
“While piloting over the la Drang Valley of Vietnam, gamers will experience how the helicopter
pilots of the Vietnam War were truly integral to the ground war,” stated Reto Bodmer, COO for
Evolved Games. “The level of detail in every aspect of this game will set Whirlwind Over
Vietnam apart from other war-type games.”
Key Features Include:
►Master Various Skills: fire support, fire coordination, enemy search and destroy
►Autopilot mode allows changes to the view and vantage point
►Missions based upon historical US military campaigns
►Unprecedented detail from helicopters and weapons to soldier models and explosions
Gamers will instantly transform into fearless military soldiers as they go head to head with the
Viet Cong Army as either a pilot, co-pilot, or gunner. While inside the replicated Huey chopper
keep a close eye on the controls as well as on your enemy. The power to rewrite history and
save the pride of the Vietnamese lies in the hands of those courageous enough to pilot into the
Whirlwind Over Vietnam.
Whirlwind Over Vietnam has an ESRB rating of ‘T’ for Teen due to blood, mild language and
violence. The title hits store shelves today with a suggested retail price of $29.99. For more
information on Evolved Games and their titles please visit www.evolvedgames.com
About Evolved Games:
Evolved Games is a leading global publisher of award-winning titles across all platforms. Publishing videogames
throughout the US, and Europe. Evolved Games offices are located in the US and the UK, bringing a wealth of
industry talent together to create and publish innovative and entertaining titles.

